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Preface

It is now recognized that urticaria pigmentosa or mastocytosis, once considered a purely benign affection of the skin, may involve internal organs and tissues with sometimes fatal results. The disease has become the concern of the internist, hematologist, roentgenologist, biochemist and pathologist as well as of the dermatologist. Cutaneous manifestations of mastocytosis which were previously unknown have recently been described whilst systemic involvement is being reported with increasing frequency. A reappraisal of the disease, such as we have attempted in the first section of this book, may therefore be timely.

The second section of the book comprises a necessarily limited survey of what is known or conjectured with regard to the tissue mast cell: here emphasis is laid on the participation of this cell in various human physiological and pathological processes. The mast cell is thought to play a major or minor role in numerous regulative mechanisms within the connective tissue, as well as in a wide variety of immuno-allergic conditions. It is subject to hormonal influences and may be concerned in the reaction to stress. Knowledge of the nature of the mast cell thus furthers a more complete understanding of some fundamental biological phenomena.
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